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Abstract: The placement of a protective dressing directly on the exposed pulp is the definition of direct pulp capping whose purpose is 

to preserve the vitality of the pulp and save the tooth. Most used pulp capping materials are: Calcium hydroxide, MTA and Biodentine. 

Biodentine is calcium silicate cement that stimulates the formation of tertiary dentin and has an effect on the vital cells of the pulp. It 

acts on cellular mechanisms as inducers of scarring through the selection, recruitment and differentiation of stem cells. So Biodentine 

can be considered as a material of choice for the regeneration of dental tissues. Choosing the right capping material is important, but 

other prognostic factors have an important role in the success of direct pulp capping.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The dentin-pulp complex has been the subject of numerous 

studies, which make it possible to understand the response of 

the tooth to the different care procedures. 

 

Pulp capping, as it has existed for more than 200 years, is 

defined by the National Council of Teachers of Conservative 

Dentistry as the technique that consists of "covering the 

dentine-pulpal tissues with a biomaterial placed in contact 

with a pulp wound (direct pulp capping). 

 

The procedure of pulp capping involves the use of bioactive 

endodontic cements. These materials have a common 

capability that is bioactivity, the bioactivity implies releasing 

calcium ions, electoconductivity, and production of calcium, 

of calcium hydroxide, formation of an interfacial layer 

between the cement and dentinal wall and formation of 

apatite crystals over the surface of the material in a synthetic 

tissue fluid environment such as phosphate buffer saline. [1] 

 

2. Case Report 
 

A 20-year-old patient reported to the Department of 

Conservative Dentistry and Endodontics, School of 

Dentistry of Casablanca, Morocco, has tooth decay and 

reported discomfort. 

 

History revealed: the patient has a deep cavity with 

physical stimulation. 

 

Clinical examination: No history of spontaneous pulpal 

pain was reported. Status of the pulp and periradicular 

tissues was carefully evaluated. The clinical examination 

revealed normal appearance of adjacent gingival tissue and 

small enamel caries lesion. 

 

Radiographic examination reveals a deep caries lesion 

with no signs of periapical pathology (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1:  Pre-operative radiography showingmesial carious 

lesion on tooth 14 

 

Diagnosis 
The diagnosis of the case was deep caries (category 2, 

Baume classification) 

 

In the first appointment: 

After informing the patient with the procedure, the operatory 

steps were as follows:  

 Anesthesia. 

 The isolation of the tooth using a rubber dam. 

 The eviction of carious tissue: during the removal of 

infected dentin there was an accidental exposure of the 

pulp(Figure 2). 

 A cotton pellet moistened with 3% NaOCl placed over the 

exposure for 2 min to obtain adequate hemostasis. 

 Hemostasis  

 Preparation and installation of the capping material 

(Biodentine™) placed in the entire cavity and occlusion 

was checked (Figure 3). 

 Immediate postoperative x-ray control (Figure 4). 
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Figure 2: The cavity after evictionof carious tissue and 

accidental pulp exposure 

 

 
Figure 3: Biodentine was prepared, triturated and placed in 

the entire cavity and occlusion was checked. 

 

 
Figure 4: immediate postoperative x-ray 

 

The second appointment was progammed one week later: 

only 2mm layer of Biodentine is left and topped with a 

universal composite resin then finished and polished (Figure 

5-6).  

 

 
Figure 5-6: 1 week later, only 2mm layer of Biodentine is 

left and topped with a universal composite resin then 

finished and polished. 

 

Follow up: Rx control and vitality tests were conducted at 

the first week, 6 months and 1 year later (Figure 7-8-9-10).  

 

The tooth was clinically normal and again tested positive for 

sensitivity and negative for percussion. The recall 

radiography showed no evidence of periapical pathology 

showing good response to treatment with Biodentine™. 

 

 
Figure 7:  Tooth has been restored and the pulp has been 

left intact and vital. 

 

 
Figure 8: 1 week follow up x-ray 
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Figure 9: 6 months follow up x-ray 

 

   
 Figure 10: 12 months follow up x-ray 

 

3. Discussion 
 

Pulp integrity of the tooth should be maintained for long 

term survival, to retain the tooth as functional unit and to 

withstand heavy masticatory forces. The aim of a direct 

capping of exposed, vital and painless pulps is to maintain 

the pulpal health, allowing patients to retain teeth longer and 

at lower costs than more invasive interventions like root 

canal treatment.[2] The success of direct pulp capping after 

such different exposures may differ, with high and low 

success rates after traumatic and carious exposures, [3] 

 

Another factor influencing the potential prognosis of directly 

capped pulps might be the capping material. 

 

These materials should have the following ideal properties 

like: 

 Stimulate reparative dentin formation 

 Maintain pulpal vitality 

 Release fluoride to prevent secondary caries 

 Bactericidal or bacteriostatic 

 Adhere to dentin 

 Adhere to restorative material 

 Resist forces during restoration placement and during the 

life of restoration. 

 Sterile 

 Radiopaque 

 Provide bacterial seal[4] 

 

Conventionally, calcium hydroxide is used, due to its 

antibacterial effects and dentinogenesis induction. 

Nevertheless, this material presents some drawbacks: Poor 

bonding to dentin, resorption and mechanical instability. As 

a result, it does not prevent microleakage in the long run. 

Moreover, the newly formed dentin bridges may contain 

defects and could act as a portal of entry for 

microorganisms.[5] 

 

Another pulp capping material was recently suggested: 

mineraltrioxide aggregate (MTA) or direct bonding onto 

exposed pulp. This aims to seal the exposed area and 

prevents bacterial leakage more effectively than CH. 

 

MTA is a bioactive, biocompatible, antibacterial material 

with unique stability and high sealing ability, which 

stimulates faster dentin bridges formation than calcium 

hydroxide, leading to pulp healing, and high success rates in 

clinical procedures.  

Despite the advantages of MTA, this material poses some 

difficulties with manipulation and applicability, requiring 

proper training and ability. Besides, long setting time, and 

potential discoloration of dental tissue are important clinical 

limitations of MTA. [6, 7] 

 

New calcium-silicate-based restorative cement, which 

isBiodentine can be used as dentin substitute and has similar 

applications as MTA. It encourages the vital pulp cells and 

stimulates reparative dentin formation when in direct contact 

with pulp tissue. The consistency of biodentine is similar to 

that of phosphate cement. The material can be directly 

applied in the cavity as bulk dentin substitute without 

preconditioning.[8] 

 

Biodentine has a specific feature which is its capacity to 

continue improving in terms of compressive strength with 

time until reaching a similar range with natural dentine. 

 

Compared to other materials such as MTA, Biodentine 

handles easily and needs much less time for setting.  

 

In the study by Grech., & al., biodentine showed the highest 

compressive strength compared to the other tested materials 

[9] 
Concerning the antibacterial effects of biodentine, some 

studies revealed that Biodentine had a significantly more 

pronounced antibacterial effect than MTA [10],low 

cytotoxicity [11],good biocompatibility, bioactivity [12], 

Easy manipulation, good consistency, and reduced setting 

time (10–15 min) add to its advantages[13]. 

 

Zirconium oxide, a radiopacifier does not cause dentin 

discoloration [14]. 

 

The success of a pulp capping is determined by these 

factors: Prognostic factors 
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1) Origin of pulp exposure  

The success of direct pulp capping after such different 

exposures may differ, with high and low success rates after 

traumatic and carious exposures, better prognosis after 

traumatic exposure: 92% successful[15]. 

2) Size and exhibition site. 

The Materials that are used: the potential prognosis of 

directly capped pulps can be influenced by the capping 

material: 

3) Calcium hydroxide / Tricalcium silicate cements: MTA / 

Biodentine (Gold standrard) 

 

Advantages:  

 

Biodentine:  

Bioactive material / Alternative to MTA 

 

MTA: 

Faster setting time / Better mechanical properties 

Easy handling / Temporary restorations  

No colouring / The cost 

 

Ca(OH)2: 

Quality of the Dentin Bridge / Marginal adjustment  

Direct bonding to Composite [16, 17]. 

4-Sealing of the coronary restoration  

 

The success of pulp capping = Sealed coronary restoration 

5-Patient's age 

 
 

4. Conclusion 
 

Biodentine holds promise for clinical dental procedures as a 

biocompatible and easily handled product with short setting 

time. 

In parallel with this bio-induction, their mechanical 

properties broaden their indications. The approach of the 

pulp capping in single visit simplifies and improves the 

clinical use of Biodentine. The various fundamental and 

clinical studies confirm the interest of their use. 
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